Bible Trading Card Activities
There is no end to the activities you can do with Bible Trading Cards from Lambert Book House!
Use any of the activities below or create new ones! Share them with other Bible class teachers at
Bible Teacher Workshop: http://bibleteacherworkshop.blogspot.com.
1. Concentration: Randomly lay the Bible Trading Cards face up. Students take turns
selecting a card, but to keep the card, students must be able to give one fact about the
story the illustration represents, without looking at the card's back. The goal is to collect
as many cards as possible.
2. Order, Please! Give students a set of Bible Trading Cards for one or more stories. Ask
them to put the cards in the correct order of the Bible story, without looking at the back of
the cards.
3. Memory Verse Collector! Use memory verse activities to help students learn the
memory verses on the back of the Bible Trading Cards. When a student learns a verse, he
or she can keep the Bible Trading Card. Make it a game for students to see how many
Bible Trading Cards they can collect.
4. Remember When? Teachers should give every student the same Bible Trading Card.
Give students 10-15 seconds to study the card. Have students lay the card face-down.
Then ask students to tell what they remember from the picture. Or divide the class into
teams and make it a game. The teacher can write the facts on the board as each team takes
turns telling what they remember from the picture.
5. Quick on the Draw: Divide the class into teams. The teacher shows the class one of the
Bible Trading Cards. The first team that identifies the Bible story is awarded a point.
More points can be added if other team members can add facts about the Bible story.
6. Half the Picture: Cover half of each card with a sticky note. Give each student a pencil
and a covered Bible Trading Card. Students are to "finish" the picture on the sticky note
with their pencil and then compare their picture with the original.

7. Flash Memory! Use Lambert Bible Trading Cards as flash cards for memorizing Bible
characters, facts, and Scripture verses.
8. Match-Up! Lay out the Lambert Bible Trading Cards picture side up. Read out loud the
facts from the back of any card, and have students pick out the card that goes with the
facts you read.
9. Listen-Up! Pass out individual cards to your students. Tell them to hold up their card
when they hear you read a fact from their card.
10. Who Reads Bible Drill: Call out a Scripture reference from the back of one of the
trading cards. The first student to locate the verse in their Bible should read the Scripture
aloud. The student gets to keep the card!
11. Fast on the Draw* Divide the class into two teams. Have a student from Team-1 pick a
trading card and draw a picture about the card. As the student draws the picture, his/her
team tries to guess what the picture is about. Team-2 will do the same. Set a time limit
for drawing and guessing.
12. Tic-Tac-Toe* Draw a tic-tac-toe grid on the board. Divide the class into teams. Use the
trading cards to ask questions to each team. When a team answers correctly, that team
gets to put an X or O on the board. A Tic-Tac-Toe wins!
*You will need a black board and chalk or a white board and markers for some games.
(These activities were taken from the 2006 and 2007 Skit, Puppet, and Activity books.)

